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Pope Francis Blasts Lockdown Protesters, Dismisses
“Personal Freedom” Argument

Pope Francis (Republic of Korea photograph)

Pope Francis once again waded into political
territory with a Thanksgiving Day op-ed,
condemning groups that protest COVID-19
lockdowns as Americans gathered together
for one of the country’s most cherished
holidays.

Writing for The New York Times, the pontiff
lavished praise on governments that are
making “great efforts” to protect people
from the virus and criticized “exceptions.”
Specifically, he appeared to dismiss the
notion of “personal freedom.”

“With some exceptions, governments have
made great efforts to put the well-being of
their people first, acting decisively to protect
health and to save lives,” Francis wrote.
“The exceptions have been some
governments that shrugged off the painful
evidence of mounting deaths, with
inevitable, grievous consequences. But most
governments acted responsibly, imposing
strict measures to contain the outbreak.”

He went on to criticize individuals who traveled for the holidays and did not social distance:

Yet some groups protested, refusing to keep their distance, marching against travel
restrictions — as if measures that governments must impose for the good of their people
constitute some kind of political assault on autonomy or personal freedom! Looking to the
common good is much more than the sum of what is good for individuals. It means having a
regard for all citizens and seeking to respond effectively to the needs of the least fortunate.

It is all too easy for some to take an idea — in this case, for example, personal freedom —
and turn it into an ideology, creating a prism through which they judge everything.

Lost on Francis was the fact that many people in America and around the world have protested the
draconian lockdowns because of the devastating effect such restrictions have had on the businesses,
jobs, incomes, and livelihoods needed to support their families.

Ironically, he goes on in the beginning of the op-ed about people who are going hungry “because there’s
no work,” not realizing the reason there’s a lack of work amid the coronavirus pandemic is precisely
because of the restrictions he favors.

Comparing the COVID-19 experience to his experience getting sick at age 21, he related his
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appreciation for medical workers.

“I remember the date: Aug. 13, 1957. I got taken to a hospital by a prefect who realized mine was not
the kind of flu you treat with aspirin,” he wrote.

“Straightaway they took a liter and a half of water out of my lungs, and I remained there fighting for my
life. The following November they operated to take out the upper right lobe of one of the lungs. I have
some sense of how people with Covid-19 feel as they struggle to breathe on a ventilator.”

Then, echoing the language of globalists and socialists, Pope Francis called for changing political and
economic systems in response to the pandemic:

God asks us to dare to create something new. We cannot return to the false securities of the
political and economic systems we had before the crisis. We need economies that give to all
access to the fruits of creation, to the basic needs of life: to land, lodging and labor.

We need a politics that can integrate and dialogue with the poor, the excluded, and the
vulnerable, that gives people a say in the decisions that affect their lives. We need to slow
down, take stock, and design better ways of living together on this earth.

Solidarity is more than acts of generosity, important as they are; it is the call to embrace the
reality that we are bound by bonds of reciprocity. On this solid foundation we can build a
better, different, human future.

This is right in line with the globalists’ insistence on a Great Reset, a UN-backed plan to toss out
national sovereignty and free markets in favor of world government and integrated socialist economies
— all under the guise of protecting us from infectious disease.

It’s no surprise that Francis is pushing Marxist-globalist propaganda instead of Christian scripture. He
has been backing the UN’s autocratic Agenda 2030 for years, championing causes such as mass
migration and climate justice while weakening the church’s stance on actual biblical morality — for
example, by coming out in support of same-sex civil unions, in contradiction of Catholic doctrine.

Fortunately, the Catholic Church still has non-Marxist leaders such as former U.S. Apostolic Nuncio
Archbishop Carlo Maria Viganò, who has spoken out against Francis’ abetting of disgraced, child-
abusing former cardinal Theodore McCarrick and raised the alarm about a “Deep Church” that works in
line with the Deep State to destroy the freedoms of the world’s people.
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